SUBMITTING YOUR
PORTFOLIO DIGITALLY
You’ll most likely want to submit your application portfolio
digitally so that your application can be considered for
opportunities like MECA’s Honors program and our Full
Tuition Scholarship Competition. Use the following tips to
make photographs that best represent your pieces.
• Try to use natural light.
• Ideally, photograph the work flat on a table. If it is a
three dimensional piece, use a backdrop or set it up
against a white wall to reduce background distractions.
• Make sure you get the entire piece in the photograph.
You might want to take some detail shots to show off
key elements of the piece, but those are meant to
complement – not replace – a shot of the entire piece.
• Make multiple images of three dimensional work, at
the very minimum a front view and back view.

DRAWING FROM
DIRECT OBSERVATION
We get asked a lot: “Why do I need to show drawing from
observation?” Working from observation, strengthening
your visual perception and being able to communicate
your thoughts, ideas, and emotions on paper are among
the foundations of being an artist. These skills are learned
and honed through rendering what you see in front of
you. The better you become at mastering the elements
of observational drawing (composition, rendering style,
tonal range, etc.) the better you’ll be able to express your
original ideas!
MECA requires three completed drawings from observation
in the application portfolio because we want to see where
you are in the learning/honing process. You can submit
completed drawings of any subject matter: still lifes, self
portraits, the staircase at school, landscapes, or your feet…
basically anything that can hold still long enough for you
to get it down on paper. These should be pieces that you
consider to be finished, but that doesn’t mean they need
to be formal. Gesture sketches from your figure drawing
class, sketches of your surroundings at a coffee shop, and
quick portraits of your friends at lunch are all acceptable
submissions.

• Please take care that digital images are in focus and of
high quality.
We recommend you photograph as you go. Don’t wait until
you need to assemble your portfolio to start documenting
your work—take a picture of every piece you make as you
finish it. Doing this will give you a great number of pieces
to choose from when it’s time to assemble your portfolio.
Once you’ve photographed and chosen which pieces you’ll
submit, the next step is choosing a platform to share it.
MECA prefers meca.slideroom.com, and we also accept
the following digital photo sharing platforms:
flickr • tumblr • personal website • cargo collective • google slides

If you use a social media platform such as flickr or tumblr,
you need to create a special account for the 15–20 images
of your application portfolio. If you use google slides, please
remember to share it with your admissions counselor.

Making notes about your portfolio pieces:
On Slideroom, there will be a way for you to make comments
about each piece. This is your opportunity to give the MECA
Admissions team a bit more information about the piece,
including its title, size, medium, how long the piece took you
to make and a short statement about what the piece means
to you. We encourage you to use this opportunity to help us
contextualize your pieces. The more we know about your
work, the better we can weigh it in as part of who you are as
an applicant!

PREPARING YOUR PORTFOLIO

What does MECA want to see?
What are other students submitting?
How important is the portfolio compared
to other parts of the application?
These are all great questions, and you probably have
even more. Read through this information and then get
in touch with MECA Admissions to set up a portfolio
review. We can also answer any questions you may
still have by phone or email.

800.699.1509 or
admissions@meca.edu

MECA PORTFOLIO
REQUIREMENTS

An in-person portfolio review is one of the best ways
to get feedback on your work. It’s also a great way to
learn how to talk about what you make and why. Art
college is about making lots of work and people are
going to want to talk with you about your work and
your process. When you can articulate the meaning
behind the choices you’re making (medium, subject
matter, style, etc) people can better understand your
intentions. This lends strength to your work, and you’ll
receive more useful feedback when people know your
intended direction.
During your portfolio review, you can expect the MECA
representative to ask you questions such as why you’re
making certain choices in each piece, how long you
worked on each piece, and what you feel your strengths
and weaknesses are as an artist. Once we hear a bit
from you, we will give you feedback on individual pieces
and on your portfolio as a whole. You can expect us to
talk about your skills and strengths as well as areas
where you can improve.

3

of the 15–20 pieces should
be examples of drawing from
direct observation

WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING FOR IN MY PORTFOLIO?

Along with the three drawings from observation,
we’re looking for what you consider to be your
best work. It could be collages or paintings, 3D or
2D, portraits or landscapes—we want to see the
pieces that you feel best represent you as an artist!
HOW MANY PIECES SHOULD I BRING TO AN
IN-PERSON PORTFOLIO REVIEW?

You should bring no more than 25 and no fewer
than 10 pieces for the most effective in-person
portfolio review.
DO MY PIECES NEED TO BE FRAMED?

No, but please keep in mind that pieces should
be unwrinkled and reasonably clean (we get it,
charcoal gets everywhere).
CAN I SUBMIT 3D WORK?

Yes! You can bring your 3D work to an in-person
portfolio review, or you can show pictures of the
piece. Please be sure to take pictures of it from
as many angles as it takes to adequately show
the piece.

If you are a senior in high school, your portfolio review
can satisfy the application requirement or you can
specify that you simply want feedback and advice and
that you plan to submit your portfolio at a later date. If
you are a junior or below in high school, you will receive
advice and feedback, both on your work in general and
for preparing your portfolio for MECA’s BFA program.

15–20

pieces of what you consider to
be your best work, completed
within the past two years

PORTFOLIO FAQs

PORTFOLIO REVIEWS

Assembling a portfolio for art
college applications can feel
like a major undertaking.

There are lots of opportunities to have your portfolio
reviewed by a MECA staff or faculty member:

+
+
+
+

National Portfolio Day (we participate in 19+ of them)
MECA campus visit
High School classroom visit
Regional art event (hosted by museums, art centers
and high schools)
+ MECA’s Pre-College summer program

Schedule a Campus Visit!

Call 800.699.1509
to schedule a tour + portfolio review

